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1. Climate change: few facts

2. Insurance view on Climate Change

3. What is parametric insurance?

4. What products exists?
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There is an increased atmospheric concentration of CO2:

Climate Change :  few facts 

Source : httpswww.climate-lab-book.ac.uk

The time series below shows global distribution
and variation of the concentration of mid-
tropospheric carbon dioxide in parts per million
(ppm).

The overall color of the map shifts toward the
orange / red with advancing time due to the
annual increase of CO2.
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Leading to sudden increase in temperature recorded on Earth…

Climate Change :  few facts 

Scientists have observed ongoing changes in the
climate system.

Temperature data of the combined land and
ocean surface already shows a rise of over 1°C
compared with the ‘pre-industrial’ average from
1850 to 1900, with a greater rise on land than
over the ocean.

There is already evidence that certain extreme
events (e.g. heatwaves, drought) are more
frequent, linked to climate change.

Source : httpswww.climate-lab-book.ac.uk
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…and the worse is set to come:

Climate Change :  few facts 
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Climate change is already leading to visible phenoma

Climate Change :  few facts 

The signs of climate change are already apparent. Examples include:

• New records for extreme weather (downpour, windstorm, drought, heatwave, 
wildfire) and more frequent events, as predicted by climate  models.

• The extent and thickness of the Arctic polar ice-cap shrinking during the summer
months.

• The rapid shrinkage of glaciers and snow-pack outside the polar regions.
• Global mean sea-level has risen by 0.19m between 1901 and 2010.
• 50% of coral reef area has sustained major bleaching damage.
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1. Climate change: few facts

2. Insurance sector view on Climate Change

3. What is parametric insurance?

4. What products exists?
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Source : The Global Risks Report 2019 - 14th Edition
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Like 80% of economic sectors…

EXCESS RAINFALL DROUGHT HEAT WAVEFROST STORMS EARTHQUAKEFLOODING WILDFIRE

Agriculture Renewables Gas & Energy Transport Construction Public Sector

… your business may be impacted by climate risks

of economic losses due 
to natural disasters in 

developing countries are 
not covered by 

insurance(4)

global insurance gap in 2018, leaving 
businesses and governments without 
insurance to rebuild and recover from 

natural disasters(3)

of economic sectors are 
frequently impacted by 

the weather(1)

average annual cost of natural 
hazards to the global economy (2)

90%80% US$162.5 bn$520 bn 

(1) Insurance Development Forum (2) Lloyds report 2018(3) World Bank (4) American Meteorological Society


